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                     Abstract
The main source of noise inside the passenger compartments of a broad class of transportation media (aircraft, trains, buses, ships) stems from engine vibrations which are characterized by tonal low-frequency content. Conventional passive noise control methods present limitations due to these low-frequency components. Active noise control methods cannot cover broad spatial areas, due to the added noise effect of secondary loudspeakers. The proposed approach is based on a fundamental active noise cancellation block, which consists of a pair of loudspeakers for each passenger seat placed next to the left and right ear accordingly, aiming to generate a broad quite zone around each passenger’s head. Additionally, the proposed approach aims to minimize the effect of the secondary (ANC) loudspeakers, in areas away from their intended control action. Thus, the proposed approach is rather modular and able to be adapted to many possible multiple seat configurations in passenger compartments. The approach is verified in various multiple passenger seat configurations, including configurations of six passengers sitting in two groups of three seats, either adjacent, or facing each other or one in front of the other. In contrast to the classical approach, a modified methodology incorporating a linear, impedance-based formulation is followed. The generated sound field is investigated along with the scattering effect of the heads of the passengers and finally the resulting quiet zones in the vicinity of the passengers’ ears. The results indicate reductions of noise levels in these average quiet zones up to 15 dB, constituting a very promising foundation for real-time application of this ANC configuration.
Keywords
	Active noise control
	Noise cancellation
	Quiet zones
	Loudspeakers
	Aircraft acoustics
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